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“Master Tang, believe it or not, the Tianzi box is indeed reserved by the
guests. If you want the Tianzi box, you can only make an appointment in
advance after today.” Lin Feng tried his best to suppress his displeasure,
politely Tang Chenghong said.
However, Tang Chenghong didn’t give him face at all, and spoke even more
rudely. He pointed his finger directly to Lin Feng’s nose, and said
aggressively: “Shabi! Am I here to discuss with you? I am here to order you!
Today! I want a box in the size of the sky, you must arrange it for me, or I
won’t have you delicious!”
Then he added disdainfully: “It’s just a dog of the Lin family. I’ll give you a
Tingfeng Pavilion to manage. You really treat yourself as a damn thing,
right?”
Lin Ziming gritted his teeth instantly, he was going crazy, this Tang
Chenghong was simply deceiving people too much.
The clay figurines have a three-point fire. He was already displeased with
Tang Chenghong. In the past two years, Tang Chenghong, relying on Lin
Zihao’s support, has often come over to eat and drink, and he has not paid a
penny. He has bullied him several times before. Some waitresses in
Fengting did heinous things, Lin Feng endured him, and now he still insults
him like this, he also got angry right now, and said coldly: “My Master Tang,
believe it or not. The Tianzi box is indeed reserved by the distinguished
guest, and this distinguished guest’s status is not ordinary, which is not
something we can offend. I advise you to keep a low profile.
As everyone knows, Lin Feng’s remarks directly aroused Tang Chenghong.
Since he had Lin Zihao’s support, he has been domineering in Huacheng
and Fengcheng. Lin Feng slapped Lin Feng on the face and cursed loudly:
“Grass! Lin Feng, you fucking, who do you think you are? Just a dog of the
Lin family, you fucking dare to teach me?”
Lin Feng’s mouth was bleeding from this slap, and his glasses were also
knocked off the ground.
Lin Ziming’s face immediately became gloomy.
Lin Feng is just a businessman. Although his surname is Lin, he is not from
the Lin family. He is just a child picked up by his grandfather Lin Changtian.
The name Lin Feng was taken by his grandfather Lin Changtian. Now he is
slapped by Tang Chenghong. It was an unprecedented humiliation!
“Tang Chenghong, you!!!” Lin Feng covered his face, extremely
embarrassed, trying to fight Tang Chenghong, but when he saw Tang
Chenghong’s cold eyes, he stopped again. It was not that he was afraid of
death, but he immediately thought that if he really dared to fight Tang
Chenghong’s opponent, then he must be the one who suffers!
Perhaps, Tang Chenghong came to listen to Fengting’s spoiling this time,
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because he was instructed by Lin Zihao to find a reason to provoke Lin Feng,
so that Lin Feng and Tang Chenghong could clashed, so that he could
intervene and take the Fengting Pavilion back.
So between the sparks of light, he wanted to understand this, as long as he
broke his tooth and swallowed it in his stomach, he would endure no amount
of humiliation.
He glanced at Lin Ziming and saw the anger in Lin Ziming’s eyes. He shook
his head gently, and signaled Lin Ziming not to act rashly.
And Lin Ziming also saw the humiliation in his eyes…
“Why do you still dare to beat me? Come on, come and beat me if there is a
kind, try to beat me?” Tang Chenghong deliberately stretched his face in
front of Lin Feng. How much owe beating.
Taking a deep breath, Lin Feng clenched his fist, swallowed the breath, and
said, “Master Tang, the Tianzi box is indeed reserved by the distinguished
guest. Now that the distinguished guest is in it, I have no way to arrange it
for you.”
Tang Chenghong saw that Lin Feng didn’t seem to be joking, so he frowned
and said, “Who is the one who is going to go to the Tianzi box? Tell me!”
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